Getting others on board
(when you're stuck with evaluation)

We need to get the people that we work with on board if we
want to avoid getting stuck with our evaluation. We asked
participants of our Inspiring Impact peer-learning
event (held on 3rd December 2019) to share ideas about
getting others on board. These are their top tips!

Getting colleagues on board
Have an understanding about the value of evaluation
Set aside time to discuss evaluation in team meetings
Attend evaluation workshops with colleagues
Communicate - involve everyone from the start
Celebrate successes
Saying thank you/
acknowledgment/
appreciation making staff feel
valued

myth-busting it's not just
reports, it's also
about celebrating
success
Champion
technical
training

Getting board/management on board
Align evaluation with strategy
Help them understand the evaluation process
Explain the value of evaluation
Celebrate successes
Tailoring
Feed stories from
evaluation into board
meetings

evaluation and helping
them understand how it
assists the organisation's
strategy

use evaluation
results in the
Trustees' annual
report

listening and
involving
colleagues

present a
realistic picture
of what is
achievable

Getting service users on board

Getting funders on board

Enable them to tell their story
Involve them in evaluation design - make it accessible
Explain the value of evaluation to sustain service
Empower users through involvement in evaluation

Develop an open relationship with funders
Show them how evaluation can inform future funding
and raise their profile
Demonstrate how learning from evaluation can lead to
improvement of service

Using
them to guide
evaluation - may have
better ideas of what
to evaluate

highlighting their
journey
Offering
ownership
Making it
meaningful
to them

Thinking
carefully about
trade-off between
thorough and
tedious
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Open
communication

Informing future
funding
Relationships
with funders,
meaning discussing
about how org has
changed

Sharing the full
story

Explaining/showing
how [we] can
capture more
detail on impact

